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The Hamptons goes green

LANDSCAPING 101

for

Designing
lifestyle
Great gardens don’t happen
by accident; each design is
reactive – responding to climate,
spatial considerations and the life
and style of the homeowners.
Words Alice Griffin
Interview with Jamieson Coote
Landscape Design Manager, Rawson Homes
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“Homeowners should think about how they
would like to use their style of garden and
what their requirements are for the space.”

ottage-style or formal,
native or coastal, the best
gardens all have one thing
in common: they, like homes, reflect
the lives of those who live in them.
Effective garden designs –
arrangements that don’t just address
the aesthetics, but thoughtfully respond
to the lifestyle of dwellers – are linked
to a variety of health benefits, both
physical and mental.

Classic Hamptons-style interiors can be tricky to
get right. There are many style variations that
break away from a traditional US Hamptons
home. Homes are not strictly formal, but not
casual, either. In toeing the style line, your
biggest ally is indoor plants and the pots that
contain them. To complement the Hamptons
look, Jamieson opts for lush greenery that plays
with height, texture and shape. “Plant prices
vary substantially based on pot size and
grower availability,” says Jameison.
“Consider buying one large feature plant
such as, Fiddle-Leaf Figs, Monstera deliciosa,
Elephant’s Ear or Strelitzia and place in a large
urn, rattan bag or white timber planter box on
its own for a statement piece or have two at a
front entry; you can also under-plant with a few
strappy foliage plants such as Mother-in-Law's
Tongue or Cast Iron Plant in smaller contrasting
pots. Maidenhair Ferns, Boston Ferns, String-ofPearls, Devils Ivy and Dichondra Silver Falls are
my hanging basket plants of choice.”

Opposite page:
Inspiration for your
Hamptons outdoor
styling area.
Below:
(Left) Monstera
deliciosa, (right)
parlour palm.

This shouldn’t come as a
surprise. We’ve long used flowers as
aids to ailments, manicured
symmetrical lawns to induce
feelings of order and calm and
looked to rippling water features for
relaxation. But the task of creating
green spaces that revolve around
the individual, rather than the latest
trends, still leaves many
scratching heads.
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OUR TOP
PICKS
We've collected our
favourite styling pieces to
help you create the perfect
Hamptons-inspired home.

Left to right: Sweetpea & Willow White orchid in
Pot, Zanui Brad Outdoor Fire pit, Lorraine Lea Astrid
Hanging planter Stone $39, GlobeWest Mauritius
Wing Occasional Chair, Temple & Webster Black
Forest Outdoor Cushion $29.90.
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Top image: Cranmore Home Exterior Furniture.

According to Jamieson Coote,
the landscape design manager for
Rawson Homes, it all starts with a
cohesive brief. “Homeowners should
think about how they’d like to use
their style of garden and what their
requirements are for the space,” Jamieson
explains. The ideal design considers the
style of the home; the various dwellers;
house aspect; terrain; space; climate; and
pre-existing features, like pools. Tallying
up these elements gives a guide on what
is possible within a certain space. “We
find it happens a lot where clients want
something that is not necessarily easy to
achieve,” Jamieson says. So, the grand
plan for your garden doesn’t have to be
set aside, but first you need to consider
any physical limitations and consult an
expert to figure out how best to work
around them.
Knowing which design ideas will work
in your garden, and which may not be
quite right, doesn’t have to be a case of
trial and error. For functional,
well-rounded outdoor spaces, Jamieson
suggests reverting to the designer’s
ultimate cheat sheet. “The principles of
landscape design could be summed up in
six areas: unity, balance, proportion,
harmony, contrast and rhythm,” Jamieson
says. “Structures and plants all need to be
organised into a composition of spaces to
satisfy these principles.”
Where designing for lifestyle is
concerned, some garden features are
proving essential across the board.
Homes with outdoor living spaces are
increasingly popular in Australia.
Rawson Homes has taken to designing for
alfresco living with gusto.
The Rawson Homes collections work
to seamlessly merge landscape with the
home, extending the inside outwards, and
bringing the outside in. ■

Your Hamptons
range

home

Each Hamptons home can be customised
to suit the needs of you and your family.
Choose from our range of façades and living
spaces to create your ideal home.
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